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· A water tunnel-0is a testing facility which is. 
·analogous to a wind tunnel. It is a useful tool for 
the study of both internal and external fluid flows 
.. 
,. 
and finds special application in the study of cavita-
' ,. 
tion phenomena. 
>. \ This report concerns the design and component 
\ 
'\ 
... ~ ... 
' \ 
fabri~~~ion of a closed jet water tunnel which is 
, .. -,.~.' 7(~~ 
··.._ _,,.,;;..:, 
\ 
being assembled in the Department of Mechanical Engi-
neering at Lehigh University. It also discusses per-
. 
·formance of plane-walled, 1 two-di:m_e:p.sional diffusers 
' 
and con:i cal diffu.sers as a·n introctuction to som.e ex-
,:: :. 
.• , .... ,......, .. 
perirne11tal ,v-1o~r1< \tvith diffusers for which the water 
; 
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A cl(?··sed. jet water tunnel is a research tool which al-
lows experimental investigation of internal and external 
fluid flows under con~ions of variable fluid speed and 
static pressure. It consists of a closed fluid circuit 
which includes a test section in which models can be placed, 
,. , .; 
a contraction cone whic·h produces a flat velocity profile~ .. _.~--
of the fluid entering the test section, a pump which forces 
water through the tunnel circuit, and ducting which recir-
,-.1. 
cula~es the fluid .through the closed fluid circuit and which . 
.. 
includes a means by which the static pressure in the tunnel 
test section can be varied. 
f· 
In 1951 extensive analytical and experimental studies 
(40)' to determine. the optimum design of· a large closed jet 
" ' ' 
• 
water tunnel for the David Taylor Model Basin were completed 
at the· st. Anthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory at the Univer-
sity of Minnesota. These studies included the cons~ruction 
and testing of a scale model of the proposed large tunnel. 
' 
---------------- -------·. ·----------------··
·· ,...._ ____ . ______ _ 
~ -r 




\ . .'": 
~ ' 
_ approximately th·e sam\. geometry and si~-~- ,as ·the st. Anthony 
. ,~ : -· 
. - 2 -
. . p 
--------- -- ---- -~-----~----
~ ... -- --------- -----
I 
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Falls ,tunnel so that experimental data obtained from the 
St. Anthony Falls tests, such·as head loss coefficients of 
flow· through vaned elbow turns, could be utilized in the de-
, 
sign of the Lehigh water tunnel.···.-, 
The Lehigh water tunnel, which is currently being as-
sembled in the Department of Mechanical Engineering, will 
have interchangeable test sections of round a.nd square cross 




be 28.26 square inches. The tunnel will be driven by a 10 
I ' 
-
inch diameter axial flow pump, which will be driven by a 15 
horsepower variable speed DC motor controlled by a ward 
Leonard control system. The fluid speed in the test sec~n 
will be variable from Oto 40 feet per second. A means for 
varying the test section static pressure from Oto 20 feet 
of water above atmospheric pressure will be provided . 
. 
....; 
The.· schematic layout of the tunnel is shown in· -Figure 1. 
,igure 2 shows the partially a·ssembled water tunnel.· 
The design of each tunnel component is discussed in the 
... 
(.i . 
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B. COMPONENT DESIGN··· 
·· ·B.l Test Sections 
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In the in-terest of maximum testing facility flexibility 
~--~one of the primary clesi~rn requ.irements vJa.s a variable test 
.... _. __ 
section fluid velocity with a maximum value of 40 feet per 
/!I 
second. This maximum speed. should allow cavitation to be ob-
served with models in the test section with at~spheric 
static pressure in the test section. 
' 
The maximum fluid soeed requirement and the power of 
I~ 
' 
the motor available to drive the tunnel put an upper limit on 
the size of the test section. A revaew of commercially 
available axial flow pumps which could be used with.the 
. .. 
available motor show_eq that rfor the power available and· for 
-~ . ·' .._"' 
--
---·-···--· --------
_ !_h_~-- _estimat~d discharge head c~_nditions under which the pump 
t 






.pected Ylas approximately 3600 gall_ons per minute (GPM). Thus, 
, .. ' -
in order to obtain a test section fluid velocity of 40 FPS, 
1_ ....... 
' ,. 
from continuity considerations, the cross sectional area of 
the tunnel test section.was set at 28.26 square inches. This ( 
corresponds to a circular cross section test section of 6.00 
tm 
inches j_11.side di?meter or a square cross section test section 
- -
------,o-fF--c-.------'5----_. 32- -4.-n-ehes----i---n-t-erna 1 sides • (_/ 
. . 
. - - --- --- -- -·-
- .. - ---- - -•- -
~~- --------~------. --
t 
- - -- -
-- -----· -- -- --
·---- ----
---·----~ 
. The ductwork l~ading to and aw~y from the ·test section -
' ' -
. ' - .. ·.. ,. 
·- •.•.c • 
.. 
----"'~-
. --- ... 
--- --·:-·· . -' _- :~ .. :___ - -,· 
t ' - • • . 
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_____ ..:.._:: ........ ·-:··_:-·· .. :; __ _- .··. 
.. ~ , . 
was to be of circular cross section for compatibility with 
available pumping units and because the use of circular..cross, 
section allows area trans·itions \vith complete symmetry. How-
ever, it was c1esired to ha.",e a sou2 ..re cross section 'test 
sect-ion, for use in strictly two-dimensional r1ow studies, 
as well as a circular cross section test section. Therefore 
two test sections, orie of square cross section and one of 
. 
circular cross sec·tion, and two transition sections from 
circular to square cross section at constant cross sec"onal 
area. were made • 
The length of each transition section was selected as 
8 inches, the shortest length which could be easily formed 
.. ? . 











tion of the flow -"tvell downstream ·of models - placed .in the 
__ . -------~~ 
'! 
.) 
. square cross sectiorr-~t·est s,=ctio11. This set the length of --- -- --~ --~ 
the cyli~drical test section at 48 inches since its length 
was equal to the le~gth of the square cross section test 
section and two transition sections. 
. , - --··· 
·····• .. 
The test section walls were made of\ inch thick plexi-
g -a-s in ,,-order to aallow visual o]:>serva.tion of ____ the flow in the 
~ ~ ~ 
,., 
J 
test sectiono The fl~.nges "~,ere mzt..c1e of_ 5118 inch thick ple:g:i·-
=:\ 
'i. . --· -··· .. 
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sections are s~own in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. 
The (identical) transition sections were fabricated 
I ; ~ "'. -- ---· - -- ·-
' 
from 10 gauge sheet steel. Details of the transition sec-
" 
tions ar~ shown in Figures 5 and 11. 0 
It should. be naJced that gro'i.r.Jth of the boundary layer -
f1. 
of the flow passing ·through the test section will cause an 
acceleration ·of the core flow, which will cause a correspond-
ing increase in the mean kinetic energy of the flow, and· 
therefore a decr~se in pressure in the test section in a 
-----~ 
longitudinal direction. For a general purpose water tunnel 
the effect is of negligible consequence. However, one must 










' - On the basis of model tests at the St. Anthony Falls 
. 
. 








- - - .. ---~---------.,-------- -------------1 
·tes~ section. the bau.r1dary layer thickness of the entering ,; 
I , 
............. ___________ _ 
flow, under all normal·operating con9it~ons, will not exceed 
5 percent of the test section diameter; its thickness at a 
station 30 inches downstream from the··-entrance will be less 
~ 4 
than 10 percent of the test section diameter. 
.._ 
------- ----------------- ---------- - -





. - In t1'1e _design of recirculating water tunnels it is ad~!-
'1--- -·-
- - - ~-------~---·~--~--
-- -- -- --~--------.II 
--.~ -.-.- "-....,.. .. - -:-;ii,-. 
--;,;, ---~ vant~ g~ou s -·-t:o· utili·ze ducts as larg·e in diameter as poss,ible in·, 
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all of the fJ_ow pat·h except the test section and to use a con-




• 1.) A low ve·locity flow in the re·circulating ductwork 
j ~i is easier ·to hand.le than a high speed one. This 
. /.. 
consideration influences elbow design. 
2.) The use of low veiocity flows decreases frictional 
,-~ I . 
- . 
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3.) A properly designed contraction immediately up-
· ·stream from the test sec·tion will provide a uniform 
I • 
velocity profile of the flow entering the test 
se~ion and will reduce .i·ts turbulence level . 
· The amount of reduction of the turbulence level of the} 
d 
flow is determined by the ratio of the entrance area to exit 
area of the contraction. A high contraction ratio reduces 
turbulence more than does a low one. Conventional designs of 
water tunnels utilize contraction ratios of from 6 to 9. In 
., . 
order to provide- a high velocity uniformity with low turbulence, 
0 
---------- __ ...i__ __ ~--c----a .~contraction ratio of 9 was chosen for the Lehigh water tunnel • 
. 
The Tsien method {59) of designing a contraction 'boundary· 
-~.·which tvill prod1.;.1ce a uniform v~locity profi~e at the contracti~~ 
/ 
....... - .. , ....... _. .. 
--- --:exit was chosen because its application -has given-_~:_very s11:ccessful . 
~-, 
- 12;, -
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results in at -least two water tunnels, the CalifOJ:)lia Insti-
tute of Technology water tunnel and the David Taylor Model. -
Basin closed jet water tunnel. 
-· 
For the contraction from an 18 inch duct inside diamete~ 
to the 6 inch test section inside diameter, application of 
the Tsien method resulted in a contraction cone 30 inches in 
overall length. The coordinates of the internal surface of 
';,' 
the cone are listed ~'{igure 6. Figure 7 is a photograph of 
the completed cone. 
· The contraction cone was fabricated of fiberglass rein-
forced polyester resin which was built up on a smooth ~,ooden 
pattern·.· · This method of construc·tion resulted in a light cone 
with a srnoot];,l internal surfac~, with a factor of safety (based 
~· 
on maximum operating ·stresses) of approximately 12. The cost 
of the 1rolyester res~n.· cone was much less than it would have 
13.een had the cone been cast . in meta.l with a.·""-Vsrnooth finish or 
machined from a rough metal casting. 
The nominal wall thickness i? ~ inch. The larger flange 
\ 
is 1 1/8 inch thick while the smaller is 5/8 ·ihd!h<.thick. 
B.3 PUMP 
\ 
The experimental. studies o-f the St. Anthony Falls water 
. ' 
-· tunnel, ·which. had a f.low path of very nearly the same g·eo_rde~;cy 
• 
. and dimensions' .as the L~high water tu.nnel, resulted in the ·. /-, 
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Contraction Cone Detail 
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• 11-
determination of tunne.1- head loss coefficients, at various· 
operating speeds, which were used to determine the pumping 
.. , 
• 
requirements for the Lehigh tunnel. 




,.._ .: --~·-· 
ii l 
... 
requirern<2:nt for the purnp d.:Lscha.1=-ge \Vets, in general, low, even 
with a moa.el of high drag coe-Ff icient with di2rnet.e1r ec_:,.J.a.l to 
1/6 of the test section inside diameter mounted in the test 
section. 
The large discharge and small head conditions required 
of th~ water tunnel pump indicated ·chat the most suitable 
pump type ""10111.cl be tl1e pro1'1el1.er or axial flow type o On the 
basis of estimated operating conditions o~ the tunnel and com-
patibility with the avatlable driving motor, a 10 inch ·axial 
flow pump was purchased. /---
. -
Straightener vanes for the exit flow of the pump were 
" 
deemed necessary in order to suppress rotation of the water 
leaving the 1:ium1j. They were obtafned :from . the pump ma.r1ufacturer . 
0 
If further flow straightening·is needed, a honeycomb asserttbly 
. " - --· '-· 
'\ .. 
; •. 
----~ ____ 90I'lsisting of hollow tube sections approximately 
1
'?- feetj>. long _________ · _______________ _ 
,., . .,.,,.,.,:q,,.~ 
· and 1 inch in diameter welded together parallel to each other 
. ,, 
in a bundle could be fitted into the stilled section immediately 
uuvvns·treaxn frorn the pump diffu.ser with their longi·tudinal axers 
" 
~. parallel to the lo.ngi tu.dina.l axis of the stilled sectio~. 
- 16 --
. :b . 
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.. 
·.The location of the pump in the lower part of a vertical 
·recirculatory loop and as far upstream from.the test section 
· as possibl·e resulted from the desire to place the pump in a 
loca.ti.011 o_c hiqb, s·t2.t i c pressure Jco inhibit ca,,itation of the _. ..c.. 
pump and the desire Jco allow adequa:te distance bet_,t1een the 
pump and test section for flow mixing and for dampening of 
puls·ations· caused by the pump. 
A plot o-F the estimated tunnel head requirement ver·sus . ' 
flow rate and test section fluid velocity is shown in Figure 8, ~ 
which also shows some performance cu.rves of the pump. A com-
plete set of all available performance curves for the pump 
is included in the appendix. 
Figure 9 is a phot~graph of the watez, tunnel pump. 
" B~4-. MOTOR AND DRIVE 
C ~ A DC motor, part of a ward Leonard system, also called an 
- ____________ ,.. __ . --·-----armature -t e rmi na 1-vo l ta ge -control system, was availabl·e j_n 
Packard Laboratory to drive the axial flow pump. The system 
consj.sts of a 30 horsepower DC shunt motor which is driven by 
- - - - ---- --
.. -
v---a DC generator which in turn is ~riven by a 15 horsepower AC 
t . 
- . --;--~-- -~ : - i. 
motor. It permits close speed contr0l over a wide speed range, 





The moto_r_"-··is connected to the pump by three V-belts- run-
ning in 7 .1 inch outside diameter 3 _ groove sheaves,. with a one 
-. 
( : ~- -
- 11· -C •. ., • • --. ~ . .---...._ ---- . ·-
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Figure 8. Estimated Tunnel Head 
Loss, Pump Brake Horsepower, Pump 
Efficiency, Pump Discharge Head, 
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to one ratio bet,.;een pump ·and motor revolutions.. The V-belt 
drive allows the motor to be placed beside the pump, thus mak-
ing the tunnel shorter than it would be ··if. the pump and motor 
shafts were placed in a straight line • 
B.5 TEST SECTION DIFFUSER 
. 
As discussed in the 11 Contraction cone 11 section of th1s 
report, it is desirable to slow the flow leaving the pump· and 
• l- • 
test section in order to allow easier handling of the flow and 
to reduce frictional losses in the system. 
In its sirn1=>les·t form a subson:i_c diffuser is an expanding 
passage through which the flow passes. For the water tunnel, 
~ 
conical diffusers were used in order to provide symmetrical 
• 
passages for the flow. 
For conical diffusers of area ratio of about three, mini-
. 
mum total head loss is experi.enced when the angle of divergence 
(total included angle between diverging walls) is .in the range 
of 6 to 8 degrees. (30) At larger angles separation and its 
high losses and nonuniformity of flow are a possibility, 
_) 
.. " 
while at smaller angles the longer length requ·ired to accompli.sh 
the· area expansi.on causes increased frictional losses. 
'• 
Th,e flow enterj .. ng the test sec·tion w·111 have a moderatel_y _ 
thick boundary layer and will be -of .high ve~ocity·e Becau_se'· 
of- these reasons a conservative divergence angle ·of 5 degrees 
··=. 
- - . . . . . -~-
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-· 
., 
was selected for the test section diffuser •. 
l \ . 
-The test section diffuser has a short straight section of~ 
~- ..__ 
6 inch inside diameter at its entrance. (Figures 10 and 11) 
To this straight section is attached a 2~ inch diameter steel 
nipple, which is pa.rt of the rnechar1ism v,1hich 1v~1i1j~ allo"v ~Ia-riance 
of the -test section static pressure. The nip1Jle will be con-
nected by flexible hose to an open pan of water, the height of 
: ~-
which above the test section will be variable through the use 
of a winch arrangement. The pan o-F water will ride upon aver-
tical tracJc i:1hich is used in Packa~cd Laboratorv for elevatior1 of 
... 
a variable head pump. This will allow a variation of the tun-
nel test section.static pressure from atmospheric to +20 feet· 
0 
of water . 
.. 
-~ 
It would have been desirable to incorporate a ·smooth 
(· 
trknsition curve into the test section diffuser between the 6 
' ·, 
inch straight sectj_.on and the conical divergent portion of the 
diffuser ... because the q:~flow at that locat_ion, which is a high 
velocity diffusing flow under relatively low pressure, 1s 
very suscepµble to cavitation. It was not financially feasible 
" however, to include the smooth c-urve transttiqn into the design •. 
The internal joint of the straight and divergel\t: _J?Qrtions 9,£-- the. 
test se·ction diffuse·r was smoothed. with a· hand grinder. 
• F-
I • 
- ' __ _!. ' -: 
- 21 - ~ .. .• 
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Section Diffuser Detail 
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Figure 11 • Test Section Diffuser with Square to 
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B.6 PUMP DIFFUSER ... .... 
0 The pump-. diffuser (Figures 12 and 14) was designed with 
~ a divergence angle of 8 degrees~ This angle is· in the range 
of high effj_ciency· yat it .will produce a diffuser of minimum 
length, which will allow a maximum length of the stilled~ sec-
tion, which is immediately downstream 'from the pump diffuser.· 
,_ ___ - --. 
. .. -- .... ~ . Both the test section diffuser and the pump diffuser 
\,_ 
were fabricated .. · of 3/16 inch thick ·steel, rolled and welded, ~ 
as were the three elbows·and the stilled section. The 6 and _. 
10 inch flanges of the test section diffuser are 5/8 and 3/4 
inch thick, · respectively. 4 The 10 and 1a- inch fla.,nges of the 
.. 






a:tilling of all circular £langes · of the tunnel components con-
forms \O standard 125 pound cast flange specifications. 
·<> 
~.7 STILLED SECTION 
I 
The stilled section is a cylindrical duct whi·ch conducts 
------------· the flow from-the pump diffuser to Elbow No. 1. It is equipped 
· with'a· 1~ inch nipple which will be fitted with ab> gate valve 
in order to:---~serye as the fill and drain "spout for _the ,tunnel. 
. . ' .. , ,: _. ... 
The tunnel ·will be filled from its lowest point in order 





. -------,·----··· ---- ~--
· since there will be a tendency for ai_r which is dissolved in 
, f 
-
1the tunnel water_ to become- free when the tunnel .is op~ratin_g •· 
~- '· .. _...:._ 
- 2_4 -. 
, 
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Figure 12 • 
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The stilled Slfction is shown.in Figures 13 and 14. 
,,__: ___ .- "". 
tc: B.8 VANED ELBOWS 
The function of each elbow is to change the direction of 
the flov1 b\; 90 c1egrees with minimum loss of energy and minimum 
disturbance to the stream. The use of elbows with internal, 
airfoil-shaped yanes offers the following advantages over the 
__../ -------~ 
use of vaneless turns:.-_ 
1.) minimum distortion of the velocity distribution, 
2.) minimum energy losses, 
3.) minirnt1m e:){ternal eJ.bow dimensions, 
4.) minimum strength and scale of such turbulence as 
is created.· 
"" vanes divide the main flow into many smaller components 
and turn each of these components individually, with0ut allowing 
the fluid to be £arried to the ou·tside corners of the turns by 
inertial force • "4> Thus the velocity profile is disturbed a 
• 
' ', 





- ---------- --- -~--------- --
. 
- . _,. 
• • minimum. 
Tests by Collar (12) showed that the most desirable shape 
for use in 90 degree turns .is an airfoil shape with a-rounded 
I 
leading edge and a sharp, .. thin traiiing edge_, and that the 
"-) 
tangen·ts to the s.urfaces of the vane at the trailing edge shcluld 
be- oriented at righ~c angles to· the flow which is to __ be turned. 
I 
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Figure i.13. '.Stflled Section Detail 
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commercially manufactured vanes (Figure 15) of .t.he same 
1· / shape recommended by· Collar• s reJ:>or·t were obtained for use in 
the elbows. The vanes were of-hollow construction of 26 
~ 
. -gauge·steel. • 
The vane sp~cing was chosen such that a constant width 
~ 
of the flow pclssages betiveen adjacerri:Vanes ivould be ma~-int2ined. 
This resulted in the placement of 10 vanes in each 18 inch el-





The vanes were hand fitted and brazed into the elliptical 
~ ~ 
~· L. . 
cross section miter joiJlt<" of the· t\v'5· cj_rcular cross section 
ducts forrning· e2tch elbow. \°Aleldj_ng· ·the vc.nes~nto the eJ_bo\vS 
would have produced stronger assero.blies but the th.inness of ·the 
vane, mater··1c11 · prevented welding. The brazed assemblies will 
be entrirely sa·tisfactory since the maximum axial load on any 





Elbows #1 and #2 are shown in Figures 16, 17 and 18. ·-- ·--.... ~ 
~-
Figures 19 and 20 show Elbow #3. The leading edges of several 
turning vanes are visible in Figure 20. 
/ ( -~ 
B.9 AIR COLLECTION DOMES·--· 
. 
··Funnel-shaped air collection domes (Figure 16) were installed 
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Elbow No. 1 Detail 
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removal of air freed from the tunnel water during operation 
of the tunnel. The air collection domes will be fitted with 
1 inch gate valves, which will facilitate bleeding off air 
entrapped in the domes. 




Flat rubber gasJ<ets were used at all flange joints. . 
.. 
Pressure testing of the sealed tunnel ductwork showed that~ 
inch thick gaskets were required to obtain good sealing of 
the joints because the mating surfaces of the flanges became 
--r-
·:,-. .; 
slightly distorted during the welding of the flanges to the ' 
ductwork. 
·J 
B.11 RUST PREVENTION \ . l, . 
~-
\ Each metal component of the tunnel ductwork was galvanized 




. r' , 
.-. -
-- •.•-- - ___ .__ __________ .. __ .. ~ <". 
as a final fabrication procedure in order to provide maximum 





The cast j_ron flow passages-and <-:impeller of the pump were 
given a minimum e0l4 inch thick coating of an epoxy material, 
which produced a hard, smooth coating on the pump sutfaces 
t·. 
which would otherwi-se be· exposed to water. The pump impeller 
was re·auced- ---.-035- i·nches in. radius before. the application of the 
w 
. ..,..1 
- -------- --. --· 
epoxy coating to c9mpensate for the change~ in dimensions caused ... ·. · 
..... "' 
by the epoxy coating. 
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B.12 TEMPER.~TUFE CONSIDERATIONS 
The continued addit·ion of pumpi~g energy to the finite 
quantity of water contained by the tunnel will progressively 
ra-.:i."se its temperature. The rate of temperature rise will be 
a function of the rate of pumping energy input to the water, 
the therma·1 ~mass of the tunnel and water and the rate at which 
heat i~ lost by the tunnel to its surroundings. 
On the basis of the st. Anthony Falls exper;lmental data 
_ from model water tunnel tests, it is estimated that the"tempera-
ture rise in the Lehigh water tunnel, under all forseen operat-
ing conditions, .will present no problem. At sustained maximum 
spe~d operation, which is a highly improbably operating condi-
.• 
tion, .the- estimated rate of ·tempera~ture rise will be approxi-
:ma.1:e1y- 5 degrees Fahrenheit per hour. 
c. FUTURE WORK 
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.~ 
investigation of the ve,locity distribution of. the flow in the -
test section must be made at various opera·ting speeds. 
""r' 
,.. -
v-- - - . ti• - ' 
'.·--~-- - :, --------- ---- --,------ ------~-
.. 
Permanent instrumentation should be added to the tunnel ~ 
'~ 
to allow accurate determination of the test section v·elocity. 
Operation limits of the tunnel should be· determined. 
cavitat_ion, if it occurs at all -within. the tunnel operating 
. .- ---.l -
- 37 -
,. 
- .. ~~- . . .... 
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without a model, will probably· occur in the upstream region ,. 
r ; . ; 
of the tes·t section diffuser, for 11.ere is -Found a high speed., 
relatively low pressure flow passing from a straight cylin-
drical duct to an. expanding conical duct, with no smooth tran- .. 
,, . ---.-
• • • • .. Ji h t s1t1on curve Joining c e wo. The point of cavitation, .if 
reached by the tunnel, will put an upper limit on the speeds 
attainable for testing in the tunnel, as continued cavitation 
could c·ause damage to the tunnel structurEr. 
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AND CONICAL DIFFUSERS 
A. INI'RODUCTION 




In virtually all systems involving the motion of fluids 
it.becomes necessary to accelerate or decelerate the flow. 
Flow acceleration, in general, can be accomplished with low 
.. 
losses and ca_n result i·n uniform velocity profiles through the 
use of suitable nozzles. (59, 55) The problem of converting_ 
n 
-kinetic energy o-F a fast moving flow to pressure by decelerat-
. . . 
ing the flow in a difruser, which, for the subsonic case is 
an expanding passage, is more difficult. - Unless considerable 
care·is taken in the desig~ of a diffuser, s~paration will oc-
cur, and the resulting high los-ses and nonuniform exit velocity 
' profiles will_ lower the efficiency and performance·of the 
-, fluid handling sys Lem. 
Near every solid surface immersed in a fluid there is a 
~------,--
1 
----,----layer'. of fluid re·tara_ed by fric-"cion, the boundary layer. I.n 
. -, - - \ ' 
\"'r' 
' ___ ... __ -- -





almost all diffuser flows of engineering importance the boundary 
.. 
layer is turbulent. Diffuser performance is-- therefore greatly 
affected by the separation of turbulent boundary layers . 
.. . 
.,. 
Separation causes eddy regions of recirculation to form. These 
" 
--- --~-------------· 
. eddies impose large energy losses on the flow as well as· chan·ge 
•. • 
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'the effective geometry of the flow __ passage. 
•. . 
' . 





applications, it.is desirable ·to decelerate a flow in as 
short a space as possible in order- ·to minimize vJeigh·t clnd dif-
£user length. Thus, the use of a wide angle of divergence, 
the total included angle between the divergent wall·s Q.f a ... ·dif-
fus~r, becomes desirable •. Unfortunately, a ·1arge angle of 
J• 
.. 
·divergence causes a large pressure gradient and, "as the 
angle of flare increa~es beyond ·the opt.imurn value, •.• , the 
~\j 
adverse pressure gradient associated with the deceleration. of 
·the fluid becomes big enough to cause a rapid.thickening of 
'b--~ the boundary layer and separation· from the wall." (21) 
A complete under_standing of ·the action of a tJ.Irbulent 
.~. boundary layer under the influ·ence of an adverse pressure , , 
___J. gradient is lac1cing. In lieu of a complete mathematical sol-u--
,_..,.. 
tion for.the prediction of separaLion in a diffuser, much 
experimental research has been done to establish the dependence 
-"·. ~· ~-------· --'------··- - ·-












of diffuser performance upon parameters of flow passage geometry 
•· 
.... ·. .~ _ __.. and flow in-let conditions and to relate diffuser performance 
4 \ 
to flow regimes observed in diffusers. Before a resume of 
the results of t~is research is presented it is necessary to 
' . define commonly used diffuser nomenclature and diffuser per~ i: 
------~~-----.~----- -- ----- --- - --------- --------- -·~-
.... ,r-
.. . 




.· formance parameters • 
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Plane-Walled, Two-Dimen~ional _D~ffuserGeometry 
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A.l NOMENCLATURE (con~inued) 
., -
t+ = _ Angie of D-iv_ergence 
AR - Area ratio; -For plane-walled, two-dimen .. sional dif-
·-···~·-,-~·-·••-<"••·•·--·· .. ,.,.,.. ... :., ... 
fuser, AR:. ~. ; for conir'al ·diffuser, AR= (~) 2. . 
b = Distance between parallel walls of a two-dimensional 
diffuser 
L = Diffuser wall length , ·· 
N = Diffuser axial length 
·o!:·· 
lAJ = Diffuser width between diverging walls 












' :- . 
Mass flow average velocity 
-··----
-- ---- -- -------- ----
-Ci,;.= Ideal press1-1.re recovery . coeff..i'c~ent for one-dimensional 
___ _! ~-o~=- {1 _~ 12) 
- Effectiveness 
, , 
I-IL = Head Loss = C-p; - Cp_ 
· H = sliape factor, ratio of boundary layer displacem~nt 
- -·J,· . 
. thickness to momentum thic]{ness 
-~ f = Boundary layer displacement thickness, - ( (,~ ~)J-, 
U. 
0 
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Jpoundary Layer Morr1entu..rn 
, ·t rne2.n ve_1_oc1 y 
thicknes$, 
Velocity I potential of flow J_n core 
-
Reynolds· nu.mber· u. '/ti, 
v· 
K·inema·tic viscos·ity 
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·-A.2 PERFORMA.NCE ,PAR?,METERS .. _.. . r 
'" 
Diffuser performance is usually measured by pressure 
recovery coefficient, Cp,. effectiveness, 1. , and head loss, 
8r,_ • 
The pressure recovery coefficient., Cp, is the ratio of 
• 
-
the actual static pressure rise in a diffuser to the theoret-
ical, incompressible, isentropic static pressure rise obtained 
by stagnating the entrance flow. 
Pressure ef~ectiveness is the ~atio of the actual pres-. 
sure reco\rery coefficient,- Cp, to the pressure recovery coef-
-ficient that would be obtained for a frictionless, one-dimen-
sional flow in the diffuser under consideration, Cpi. 
Head loss is defined by the equation~= Cp-Cp~. 
It is impor·tant: to specify which parameter is used to 
·-\ 
measure diffuser performance because optimum values of dif-
. ' fer.ent performance parameters do not occur simultaneously in 
--~( 
- a diffuser. · For e}rample, it has been shown by Reneau, Johns-
• ..... _ 
1--------------' -- -- ·- --····---··-·---·----·- ----------·---~~-·-····-· - -·-·- - ---· ·- . .... -. 
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, ... . ~ 
ton and Kline (39) that, when +ength is the geometric para-
. 
- . ~:'-)c--· . 
. 
/ ,' I 
·1 
- 4. ~ 
meter held constant, minimum head loss.occurs at a 16~r area . 
ratio than maxim1..1.m effectiveness, which occurs at a lower 
__ _., 
area ratio than the maximum value of pressure recovery. 
. \ 
REVIEW OF DIFFUSER RESEARCfI 
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1910, were the -Firs.,c ··systematic investigation of diffuser :-.~r------- . 
performance. These- experiments consistea·of the testing, with 
water, of three families o linearly tapered diffusers of 
·circular, square, and gular cross sections. The rec-
_ tar:tgular ones were of two-dimensional form, i.e. , they had two 
~ 
parallel walls ctnd t\'JO divergent '\.valls. The rectangu_lar and~--
circular diffusers had exit are~to throat area ratios of 2.25, 
4, and 9. All models of the square type had area ratios of 4. 
Gibson varied the wall divergence angles between~ and 180 de-
grees and found ·that the· diffusers of all three types showed 
sharply defined minimums of head loss which occurred at diver--K,.,, 
~ -. " 
gince angles between 5.5 and 11 degrees, and that the head 
losses exceeded ·the -theoretical values corresponding to sudden 
~ 
J 
·~ -- . 
enlargement of section as the divergence angles exceeded their 
--Qptimum values. He then attempted to determine the optimu111 
























by experimenting wi·i:h three curved v1all types o The f irs·t l,vas 
of "trumpet" sha1:Je, des ignea. su.cl1 t.ha t if the flow were fric-
'· 
tioni·ess the fluid deceleration with respect to time would be 
constant throughout the ~ength of ·the diffuser. The second 
bad less of a flare and wa~-designed such that for frictionless 
flow the fiu]:-a- aece--ieration-wi.th respect to axial lenoth of -. - J 
the 0",iffuser would remain constant. The third was des; gned by 













. . l: 
• I·- - -· 
' . ' an empirical method.(17) intended to-provide uniform loss of 
hea<:l per unit leng·th; its wall flare was the leas.t of the 
three. . Upon i_es·ting, the first two types shbwE?.¢1 no signifi-
t . . can. imorovement over 
·- ..... · -·--
I 
the linearly tapered diffusers; however, 
~ 
the performance or the uniform head loss type as 
head loss was superior to that of the comparable li11early 
'\ 
tapered diffusers. 
Lyon {28) investigated conically divergent channels in 
.. ( ·~ 
1:921 with :req·a,-rd 1:o pressu.re re.~o·very o ~~ found that for a 
-, ~ ·' b 
given area. ra.tio, 1na.,~imum reco~Iery occurred V'Jj_th a.n angle o-F 
divergence of 8 degrees, and that dependence upon Reynolds 
number based on mean inlet veloci-'cy and. diffuser inlet diameter 
5 5 
.,. 
was negligible within the range of RE= 1.95 x·lO to 4.1 x 10 .· 
Nikuradse (32), in.1929, performed experiments with flows 
in plane-,11alled, convergin.g and diverging sections. Although 
no pressure data were given, some Ilow regimes in a diffuser 





--,were-···ob-served and divi·a:ed into three regions. Symmetrical. ---------
- ., .· .. 
-· 
- - ----'-- ·------ --
... 
'1\llocity profiles were observed· for divergence angles less 
f 
than 8 degrees. For divergence angles greater than 8 degrees 
' the profiles were no longer symmetrical. Separation occurred· 




r grees the ·flow separated from·one \vctll at a. time ctn.a. slo\vlv 
-
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• 
observed to- increase with the divergence angle of the 
channel. 
Pet:.ers (36), in 1931, made an i·mportant contribution to 
_ the una.erstar1ding ,.. 01: d 1. -F .... f u ~-'er p e-r --=o ~J"-'"":"l'""" ~!"'\ ,-.. e __ _ . _ J_ J'..J ... Jtic:.£1 ,.,,_... • 
.... 
~----
He testec1 "'\7onical 
\ 
. ~-
diffusers with divergence angles from 5 to 180 degrees, all of 
~ r .. 
' .. 
the same area·ratio but fitted with five different lengths 
~- of approach .. pipe 1 which produced different inlet boundary 
layer thicknesses. The data were all taken at a Reynolds 
number o~ 2xl0 5 , based on mean inlet velocity and diffuser 








velocity profile had a large effect on diffuser performa.~~e'~--~ 
' . 
with~performance dec~easing with increasing thickness of the 
- - ~ 
_- inlet boundary l~yer. 
The use of screens placed downstream of wide angle conical 
/ 
,~: diffusers by Schubauer and Spangenberg (54), in 1949, was 
found to reduce the ~luctuation of wide angle diffuser flow 
and to create a more uniform velocit·y distribution downstream 
of the diffusers than that which existed without the presence 
of screens. The use of screens did not in~ease·diffuser · 
recovery, but in some applications a uRiform exit flow is as 
\_,, 
important ~s high pressure. recovery or effecti,,eness. 
Little and Wilbur (26), in 1950, found that the addition 
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eliminated, to a large extent, the unsteadiness of the separa-
. ted flow in the diffuser, but it did not improve the pressure 
recovery. The separation flow patterns were nonuniforrnly dis-
tributed aro11nd t.he periphery of the dif [user. The e}{·tent 
and location of separation varied l~i-th time in an irregular -
manner. 
In 1951 an investigation to determine the effect, if any, 
of the joint between a cylindrical inlet section and a 10 
degree, 19 inch inlet diameter dif~user was undertaken by Copp 
. 
('13) • For· a range of inlet P ..eynolds numbers (based. on mean 
6 
inlet velocity and diffuser inlet diameter) from 1.2 x 10 to 
6 . d 3 ~ 2 x 10 and of Mach numbers from • 3 to nearly 1, an for two 
inlet boundary layer thicknesses, static pressure recovery was 
entirely independent of inlet wall-· shape. At~ flow rates below 
those at which local choking occurred·, the pressure distribu-
tion in the diff,_1ser was affected only in" the ;region of the 
ju-nction of the approach duct and the conical secti.on. Also, 
modifying the dif fuse·r inlet contour produced no systematic . 
changes in exit velocity profile shape~-
Robertson and Ross . (42), in 1953, reported experimental '·· 
measurements.of flow conditions in 5, 7~, and 10 degree coni-
·cal diffusers which were preceded by relatively short lengths 
b. 
of straight pipe. The use of 2 diameter, 5 diameter and-9 
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boundary layer thickness. Th~ diffuser area ratio was found 
..... 5-'! 
to· be the major geometric parameter· governing the shape and 
extent of the boundarv laver in the diffuser. The boundarv 
- ... 
layer thickness at the diffuser entrance, described indirectly 
by the length to diameter ratio of ·the preceding straight 
pipe, was as inportant in determining performance as ~as the 
. -
divergence angle. Within the range tested, the pressure re-
-covery wa.s found to be a function of the product of diffuser 
angle and entrance length. Pressure recovery decreased with 
increasing thickness of the inlet b9undary layer. Ross and 
.,,. 
Robertson were able .. to show good correlation of s~veral- of the· 
! 
·y----- ·-------r, ---·-··-- ---· 
two-dimensional boundary layer parameters, including momentum 
··thickness and shape factor H, with a new variable, AR(Le) • 2 , 
W1 
~- : -------- --where Le is an equivalent pipe length. · They also found -'chat 
· a suitable indica·tio11 of impending· separatior1 was a vcilue of 
A 
2.4 for H, since most of the velocity profiles close t6 ~~~~~~~,~ 
.tion had H values between 2.1 and 2.5. 
Uram {60) , in 1954, discussed the state of the art, as· it 
t . 
I , 
then, existed,. of c~lculating the growth of the turbulent bou-ndary 
. ' 
·layer in adverse pressure gradients and, using the sa~e ex-
~·---.-·-·--·_· ___ p_erim~n-ta-1---e-qu·ipmenl.. as- RobeJ:"tson. and. :Ross, obtained e,;:per~-=-
~ent-al data which v1ere in substantial agreement w.:lth the pre;.. 
,,.--2-__ 
. . " 
·.;- · vious empirical correlations of Ross. 
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. ~- ,. 
---- ··- Winternitz and Ramsay {62) -studied, in 1957, the r 
effect of inlet conditions on pressure recov~ry, energy con-
version and losses in conical diffusers of area ratio 4 aria~-
___ ..j . 
divergence angles of 5 and 10 ~-degrees. Reynolds number, based 
on mean inlet velocity and diffuse, inlet diameter, was held 
5 
constctnt at 2. 5 x 10 while inlet boundary layer parameters· 
\ 
. .. 
were varied by two methods: varying the length of the diffuser 
inlet pipe_., and modifying the boundary layer profiles through 
the use of p:roj'ect,ing annular screens. The authors stated 
that no differences existed between the results obtained by 
G 
the· two methods 0£ altering· boundary layer profiles. 
Pressure recovery was found ·tq.<depend upbn the divergence. 
( ' 
- -~-
angle and the inlet momentum thickness. variation in the inlet 
boundary layer shape parameter Hof 20 percent did not sig-
nificantly affect pressure recovery in the diffuser. For 
· moderately thic]~ irlet boundary layeI"s, the dif,fuser a.n.gle 
--
could be elimina·ted as a parame·te1r- b.y plotti11.g pressu.re re-
-:-:-~ covery against the product of momentum thicknes·s and diffuser 
·angle. These results substantiated the conclusions of Robert-
-
son and Ross that· diffl1ser performance could be co,~related 
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1962, and Bradshaw (4), 1963, who f·ound that ··the static pres-
sure recovery -Firs·t decreased wi·th increasing t·hickness of. 
the inlet bo1J_nc1a.r\r then rose acain when the inlet 
_, 
-
bou~d.c11~:~1 1 ayer was so ·thic}: as to app1:'o::im2te f'i. .. 1lly- a.eveloped 
<), 
pipe flow. The data of Waitman, Reneau and Kline (61), 1960, 
~lso showed this effect although t11ey made no mention of the 
surprising result. Bradshaw offered-the explanation th~t the ~-r 
fully developed ·turbulence structure. of the pipe flow was 
\~, 
,-,- t· . ' r- • • a·.,, ·!-h-:~n more e :-c :.cec i ·ve 1.n - ·craJ.1 s 1:err ing· momer:i.:cum ra ia. _a_ ..1-y 1.-.~ ... c .. 1.1. t.he 
smaller-scale turbulence o.r _modera·tely thic1( bound2try layers, 
so that the velocity profile far down the diffuser·was made 
more uniform, thus increasing pressure recovery. This explana-
tion how~ver, does not _explain why the-performance of a dif-
fuser is better with a· thin- inle·t boundary layer than with a 
..-:·•,. __ :, 
moderately thick 011e .• 
.. 
.. 1"fpt. on~y is the condition_,,, of the inlet boundary layer ~ 
~t. _ any . in.stant irnp.ortant . in · deitermining the perfotmanc.e a_f .. a ... -~ .... ~ - ---
diffuser. Cockrell, Diamond a·nd Jones (11), in 1965, demon-·· 
strated -chat the past his·tory of a diffuser inlet boundary 
layer is equally important. ,.. 
The work of Reid (38), 1953, which showed that the per-
.. " -· 
- -- st-rongly · influenced by the ratio of wall length to throat· widt·h · 
.,, .. 
- - 51 -
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as well as divergence angle, was vastly. extended in an .... exten- .. 
. . 
sive program of research on plane-walled, -two-dimensional dif- -- -
£users by Kline.and coworkers (23) {8) {31) (39). The most 
significant results of this worJc v-1ere the ·definition of -the 
\.. 
flow regimes in a diffuser and the relation of diffuser perfor-
mance to these regimes. 
·-· 
Kli_p..e-and Moore (31) , . 195·9, observed the following1~four 
0 
regimes of flow in plane-walled, two-dimensional diffusers 
as the divergence angle was conti11.uously increased from zero· 
~- -------- . .,_ 
~rees with the inlet 'flow conditions, wall length and throat ·--
~~;- - - . 
~ ' e ---- - --. -
~ ·- . . .. 
width held constant: 









the main- flow was well behaved and apparently 
unseparated; 
' 
2. A re9io:h ·of large transitory stall in wh±eh the 
separation varied in po~ition, size and intensity 
. . . ,..·, .. _,_. ..._, .. 
-with time. This w·a·s a regime of highly pulsating - • - ... - ·:- .; ~ .'I . 
flows; 
3. A region of fully developed stall in which the 
major. portion of the d.if-fuser was filled with a 
large triangular-snape~ tu.rb'Ui:ent re·circulation re-
C 
, .• 
. ,--.. ~--g~on ei~tend.ing from the di~Efuser exit to a position 
' ' . 
• I "-1 
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. . " ,. 
4. -~-~- A-j,et -flow region in which the main flow was sep- ·~ 
'\. 
arated from both walls. The separation began 
•? • - ""'l'--· • ftJ 
slightl,, do'\~nstream from ·the throat. and did not 
reattach.until well downstream from the diffuser. 
This occurred only~at high angles of diverefence. 
I!!, 
' . ~ Although it was convenie:pt to divide the flow pattern 
into four distinct ·regimes, the regimes represented an essen-
tially continuous spectrum. 
' ..
More recent research by Reneau, Johnston and, ·Kline (39) 
I'" 
r 
has defined the regimes as £.unctions of divergence angle,. 
J 
2~,<S·area ratio, AR, and ratio of diffuser length to throat 
width, N/w1 for plane-walled, two-dimensional dtffusers • 
.. 
Figures 23 and 24 show the results of this work. 
... ' 
~- ... ·-· 
In the 11 ~10 Appreciable Stall Regime", which occurrea 
only at geometries of small divergence ang,le and small qre~ 
ratio, only sma:J-1 areas of stall were ,'observed. Stall usually 
occurred first at a cqrner. 
> 
The velocity and pressure,,profiles 
were relatively constant in ti~e and exhibited symmetry about 
the center olane of ·the di£ fuser . 
. . '




~-- --- -- -~-·- In the n Larg·e rr:cansi·tory stall Reg~rne" stalled regions - - - ;---~-- -- - --- -·-
. 
constantly formed in and-were carried out of the diffuser, 
.- 1·' ' 
causing relatively large pressure fluctuations .to occur-
,. -
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Figures 23 · and 24. Flow Regime~ in Plaµe-Walled, ·-Two-
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-r 
throughout.the diffuser. The flow was very erratic. For 
~1/W1 ~ 16, stalls usually occurred on the diverging walls, 
-while :for N/w ~ 16 they occurred mostly on the parallel-walls. l· 
l.,. ,. 
The :"TWo-Dimensional Stall Re·gime" existed from line 
'~-B-B up to 1 ine c-c. The zone bet\veen 1 ines ~c-c and D-D was 
a hysteresis zone s i nee Jet flov1 co11ld also exist in that 
region. In the 11 1,:,o-Dimension2l s·tall Regime" the flovJ sep-
arated near the throat and followed one wall. It co~ld be 
.switched from one diverging wall ,to the other by a large dis-
turbance at the inlet or exit of the diffuser. 
The "Jet Flov1 P.egirne 11 was always observed above line c-c 
but could exist do,-v-n to line D-D. In this regime, the en-: 
/ 
tering flow sep2~rated from both c1iverging walls very near the·. 
throat and proceedeo. straight dov,m ·the diffuser, causing a 
large fixed stall to cover each diverging wall. 
" The locat,~on of t.he flow regimes was only slightly af-
\ 
fected by inlet flow conditions. Ho~ever, enterig flow con-
ditions did have a large effect on per-Forn1ctnce.. PerfoJ:ma11ce 




Optimum pressure recovery was found to occur at high 
l 
area ra.tios up- ·to -Five)· slightly .b.eyond tne border between 
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... . . 
large transito~y stall. Thus, there is some.separation pres~ 
- -l'=--, 
· ent in a plane-walled, two-dimensional diffuser when it is 
operating at its optimum pressure recovery, a circumsta.nce 
~ .. .,.._ 
_ , which rna1-:es per·~oJ~Tl.cl1.1ce predictior1s ba.sed on separation di~fi~-
cult to correlc.te ·to diffuser per:cormance. 
Optimum pressure recovery~n conical diffusers, on the 
-~- 'Other hand, was -Found by McDonald and Fox (30), in 1964, to oc-
I 
cur before the inception of appreciable stall. 
'\ 
Kline, Abbo·tt and Fox (23) 21.nd McDonald and F.ox (30) cor-
related much experimental data of their own and of previous 
investigat.o:r."s and developed plots which are very usef.ul in 
diffuser design, Figures·25, 26 and 27. The data upon which 
· Figures 25, 26 and 27 are based were taken at inlet conditions 
""" 
of high Reynolds number and thin boundary layer, the inlet 
. _,.,.._., 
conditions which are generally ._found in practical diffuser ap-
---- --- ·- - ·- •. . .. 
_plications. _,..., ... -· 
.. 





~ • t•, ".. . 
· conical diffusers was correlated on. the ba-sis of the relation-
ships 2~ conical= 2~ p'iane-walled, and N/w l conical= N/W1 
1:wo-dimensional 
-
plane-wa~led, two-dimensional. • . 
At the present ·ti~e there is no complete mathematical sol-
-










- - {'c· ) - have been discussed are.,. in general, limited ~n application and· 
accur~cy. Most of them give reliable performa~ce prediction 
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Figure· 27. Lines of Minimum Head Loss for Plane-Walled, 
Two-Dimensional Diffusers and Conical Diffusers; with 2~, 
N/W1 Coordinates 
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' . . only within the--range-of-·the data which th-ey correlate. 
Purel:l experimental invest·igations have determined geometrical 
configurations for optimum performance. 
·, 
C. TECHNIQUES TO IMPROVE DIFFUSER PERFORMANCE 
~· -, .... 
,, 
The geome:tries of maximum performan·ce which. have now been 
defined specify the use of diffusers which are of longer'than 
d~sirable length for many applications. In attempts to obtain 
shorter diffusers "\.~1-i·thout sacrificing performance, work has 
been done in the development of techniques to enhance perfor-
mance. of wide angle of divergence diffusers. The most important 
of.these techniques are: 
.,l.) modification of diffuser pressure gradients and 
distribution by wall contouring, 
~.) 
2.) Use or inlet guide vanes or ~otation vanes to 
suppre~s the occurrence of separation, . 
3-.) Remova,l of· low momentum bound~ry layer fluid 
,. 
by suction. -. ... ·_-,-.0··-· _-·- ... · -- •. 
, .. 
C.l WALL CONTOURING 
s 
. ... Gibson. (16) (17) first studied the effect of contouring 
diffuser wall to 1 ntrumpet" (conca~ve-inward) shape and con-
' 
' 1=------~~--e-luded that- the total head loss af flow through a concave-
4 ' 
,· inward diffuser was less than that of __ flow~ through a stra.igllt-, 
·- .... --~ ,. 
.;. 
k 
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--walled diffuser of the same area ratio. However, head loss 
... 
-in many applications is not as important a performance criter-
• ion as pressure recovery. 
"" 
. _Hackeschmi dt (18), in 1965 ~ -·built a two-d.imensional -~ . -
diffuser with V<Jal1 contour vlhich ,/,a.s designed such that Hagen 
number, defined as the product of local pressure gradient and 
' 
momentum thickness of the boundary layer divided by shearing 
stress at the wall, would be kept near its critical, ·,separation 
value everywhere in the diffuser. The diffuser contour ob-
·tained was bell-like {con~:~Jutwa:i::'d)'; the divergence angle 
being large at -the inlet and gradua.lly decreasing in the flow 
direction. 
The·design resulted in a.-diffuser of shorter length than 
-"6.. r· 
a straight-walled one for the same pressure recovery. 
The reason for the perform~nce increase is this:- -·The 
; convex-out1/1a.rd wall shape subjec·ted ·the thin, bealt,hy,-inl.~t 
{ wall boundary layer to a higher a~verse pressure gradient 
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. 
straight-walled shape . Similarly, the convex-outward shape 
,/'\ 
su'i>j~cted the boundary larer near.the diffuser·exit, where 
separation usually first occurs, to a lower adverse pressu~e -
-~-
--- -
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-Exp~riments by Carlson, Johnston and Sagi (6) (1966) 
showed that ~ot two-dimensional dif~users· of comparable area 
ratios and~wall length to throat width ratios, concave-inward 
wall contours tended to cause lower pressure recovery than 
straight-walled t.111its, while· con,,e}:-ou.tv-1a.rd wall contours 
gave slightl\.r })e·i:~ter press1J.re reco~very t.han stra i ~!ht-ti11a.lled 
I 
units. However, the impro,,ement i11 pressu.re recovery wa.s so 
small that the authors concluded that there was little advan-
Lage to be gained by contouring the walls of a two-dimensicr1al 
diffuser. 
' ·-
C. 2 INLET GUIDE VAl,JES AND ROTATI0~1 ,JF~~TES 
' ' 
In 1934- Frey (15) publish1ed the results of work which 
.. 
showed that the use of guide vanes in a diffuser could a~-
preciably increase the pressure recovery of a diffuser by 
~ -
allowing it to onera·te at 1a·rger -ansles of. divergence without 




~~~~~~~~~~Klin~, et. ala at Stanford (8) (31) (ZS) have done a 
... ..-------- - .., 
consid.erable amo"L1n-'c of research in the past few years in ·the 
development of vaned diffusers. They have been able to obtain 
: -··high pressure reco··veries with greaLly reduced separation in 
. 
- __ ._ ____ -
plane-walled, two-dimensional di -Ffu.sers o-F div-a~nce a.ng,-~-~------"----
up to 42 degrees. In a typ-ical case, q 
. . ·-
simole diffuser which 
.... 
·· would ha.ve an opLimum press1..1re ~ecovery of app.'FO}cimately _. 76 ' 
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\.. - -..__ 
.. at a divergence angle of 15 degrees can, .with the use of· 
vanes, give a_ recovery of . 78 at 30~egreest and . 71 at 42 
.) 
\ 
- t, 1.degrees. r 
·, 
Their experiments have shown that the vane ~onfiguration 
of opt~mum perfo~man~e is that of short, flat vanes o~ predic-
table length d.ependenJc upon diffu.ser geomet;ry, symmetrically 
arranged slightly downstream from the throat of a diffuser 
with the div~.rgence angle between vahes equal to approximately ·-
7 -degrees. 
The van-es seem ·to stabilize ·the transitory stall regime 
(24) which occurs in plane-wc1lled, two-dimensional di-Ffusers 
-- ! 
" even at the point of optimum pressure recovery and th~s dis-
courag~ destabilization of·the overall flow pattern. ~They do 
not remove transitory stalls from the di ·Ffuser, but they do 
drastically reduce the total average area that is stalled over 





A different techn.'ique has been applied to conical diffusers,-
---~------------------ --------------------- - ---------- ---------- -----------------------------------------~-~-· .-1 
that of producing a helical flow through the diffuser. 
Peters (36) showed that if a rigid body rotation is 
. u 
superimposed,upon the axial inflow of a conical diffuser, the 
"'-, 
pressure effectiveness is gr~ater than that for simple trans-
latory flow through the diffuser. Since the spiral flow path 
-------
. is longer than- the wall length of the diffuser, the pressure - ' .. 
- ' 
----
_.,,-: rise per unit of. path length is_ smalle-:c---~-for the sp~ral flow.; ·_ -_-, 
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The introduction of the tangential velocity.is therefore 
the equivalent of increasing the diffuser l~ngth and de-
creasing .the diverge~ce angle. 
Since the rota:t.ion in Peters' experiments was imposed 
upon the f lovv upstrearn of the di·FftJ.ser en·trance and the effi-
-- .:,• 
ciencies were compu·ted from the data obtained at the entrance • 
and exit duct, the improvement of pressure effectiveness is 
. . ' based upon ·the existence of helical flow at the entrance and 
does not take into account energy expended in the production 
of the tangentio.l velocity of the helical flow. It is doubt-
ful that this technique has any real merit when applied to dif-· 
·- -- .. 1 
fusers with only translatory flow at the iqlet. 
.·, 
~: .. ,. 
C • 3 BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL 
•. 










.. - '.'.· 
formation in diverging channels cot1ld be prevented by sucking 









the oi.nt of standing still be_fore i_ng ba.ck, thus :gre=------------
venting -tbem from starting an eddy. which ould force the main 
flow to s~parate· from the wall • order to past the in move 
"i' -·--- - . 
~ 
stalled fluid. . ·- •· 
,. 
· Ackeret (2r; in 1926, made quantitative. measurements· of 
·, .; : . 
--.... _ 
- . ~- . :'"' 
..- . - . . ' 
' - . 
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· b~undary laye·r fluid · to allow a flow to conform to the walls . 
• 
of two conical diffusers of the·same area ratio of 4· but 
with div~rgence -angles of approximately 25.4 and 53.2 de-
···· · grees, respectively. The boundary layer was sucked through 
a circumferential slit of variable width, located about one 





Ackeret found that the suction power required to produce 
maximum efficiency increased with angle of diffuser divergence 
- .. L-, 
.. 
and that, in general, the power required was small, the ratio 
of suction power requ.ired to total kinetic energy passing 
per unit time throu.gh the diffuser inlet b~_
1
ing of the order 
o~-about .028 for the 53.4 d~gree conical diffuser. 
At the maximum efficienct operating 
·:,~ ./ 
. . '~.-~ 
layer removal amounted to\aPproximately 5 
" flow ttlrough the di -Ffuser inlet; . ··-- ~~- .--- -
point the boundary 
percent of ·the-total 
--·- -· -----·- ---
.. 
Biebel (3) {1945) investigate~ the effect of boundary 
r, 
-- ---· .-·-- ----·------------- ·- --·- -·--·----
layer control by s~~t~on upon performanc~ of plane-walled, 
----------------------------------··---------------------· -·· -
L. 
two-d_iroensiona.l di£ft.1sers of divergence angles of ·1s and 30 
. ·-·-····I. 
·~a~grees and ratios of wail length tb throat width of 12.1 
-; . 
and 5. 3, respectively. His diffusers had· one slot on· each·. 




' point at which seJ_Ja.ra~t ion was observed to occur· before the --=----- ·-·---•---·-------·--- - ---- -- --- - - -- -
slots were put into the walls. 
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Biebel.' s limited investigation did not include- the. 
· taking of enough sys·tematic data ·to allow conclusions to be 
,--: ·. 
drawn regarding opLimization of slot qeometry or loc2t~on, 
but it did sh0\\7 t.h2.t in two-dire1e11s:~011aJ.. di:Efusers, boundary f 
layer control applied to only the divergent walls is suffi-
j' 
cient to red~e total pressure losses by at least half. 
Biebel achie~led optimum perforrnance through the rernova.l of 
• II' 
from 4. to 7 percen·I: of the total fJ_o1:.v by boundary layer st1.ci:5:on. 
No data regarding· ·Dower rec1uired ·::o produce the suction were 
taken. 
Measuremen·ts ~y 1'Torbury (33) (1959) have shown that the . ~ 
boundary layer growth on the parallel walls of a plane-walled, 
two-dimensional dif·Fuser is markedJ_y less than that on the 
,., 
divergent walls .. The increase in width of the parallel walls 





to spread and therefore to decrease in relative thickness to·· 
.· .. ·• 
-- - -------
---
- - - ------- -




the boun~ary layer on the .diverging walls. 




Biebel noted t11e non-occurrence. of separation from.· the 
parallel walls o~ his diffusers with no boundary layer suction , 
operating and st<?-ted that "apparerr;.:J.y bounc1a.ry ... layers can 
withstand moJ:"e press1-1re rise alon.g ·the parallel walls than 
----------a--1-sn~--:the- -div-e:rgir1g _walls,_"_ perhaAp~ _peca_~~e momentum transfer 
, 
.from the main flow stream to the boundary layer adj a cent to 
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, • • t, 
.. the wall, which inhibits separation, is less through the 
- .. 
thicker boundary layer of the diverging walls. 
Holzhauser and Hall {19), in 1956, investigated.the 
~se of area suct~on ~or controlling separation in wide angle 
~-· . 
· dif·fl.1sers. Data were taken with and without suction for 30 
and 50 degree conical diffusers of area ratio 2. About 3 
percent of the mass flow through the diffuser was· required 
_, . 
for the boundary layer control, which allowed the diffusers to 
r) 
operate with total pressure losses which were less than the 
total pressu.re loss of flow th.roug·h a 10 degree diffuser of 
area ratio 2 with no boundary layer control, indicating that 
the area suction was effective in eliminating.:1separation. No 
, 
data regarding power required to supply the suction energy 
were reported. 
The obvious drawback to the use of boundary layer suction 
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~it"u,••·••'''' energy source to i:,roduce the suction. If the suction energy 
........ , •• 'I 
_.,, -~· 
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. . . . 
.. 
. - . 
cou·ld be efficiently cierived ·- from ·the diffusing flew itself 
it mi<;rht be possible to develop_ e-Fficient wide angle dif-
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The following abbreviations·, which are similar to those 
-. 
use<l in current literature, have been,used in the bibliog-
raphy. 
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